Improving the nation’s pet care

Scotland can now welcome the very latest state-of-the-art small animal hospital, with construction work nearly completed on the new building at the Garscube campus in Glasgow.

The £10m building, which will become something of a landmark in the west end of the city due to its distinctive sloping grass roof, is due to open its doors for business in August. An official opening will take place later in the year, along with preview tours for donors whose magnificent generosity made the building possible.

Students, residents and professional colleagues will benefit from the vast improvements in the training environment, while cutting-edge technology will help our dedicated staff deliver better care to our animal patients.

One of the unique services within the new hospital is the Dorset Foundation Centre for Comparative Oncology, which will provide a specialised cancer centre for animals. The linear accelerator – along with MRI and CT scanners – will dramatically speed up diagnoses and treatments and ensure a more rapid transfer of knowledge between the clinical and laboratory environments, to the benefit of patients.

> Continued on page 2

New learning opportunities at SCENE

The Darwin Trust of Edinburgh will donate £100,000 to the University’s Scottish Centre for Ecology & the Natural Environment (SCENE) campaign.

This will support the building of the teaching laboratory within SCENE which will be used by both undergraduate and research students as they study and work at our unique site near Loch Lomond.

Professor Sir Kenneth Murray is Chairman of the Trust: “The beautiful scenes around “the bonnie banks o’ Loch Lomond” are indeed legendary and no doubt contributed significantly to the establishment of SCENE at this very special location. After visiting this exciting new centre with Professor John Coggins last year, we are delighted that our trustees agreed to support the development of this important international initiative, and we wish it every success in the years ahead.”

Vice Principal for Life Science, Medicine & Veterinary Medicine, Professor Coggins, believes that this generous gift from the Darwin Trust will help the University to deliver excellent field biology teaching and will make a huge contribution to enthusing and training the next generation of biologists.

Over £1.6m has now been donated by alumni and friends to the campaign.

If you would like to support SCENE with a gift please fill in the donation form on page 7.
Improving the nation’s pet care

> Continued from page 1

Another key service is the Petplan Pain & Rehabilitation Centre, which will offer a radical and exciting change in the care of pets throughout the UK, offering a more holistic, integrated approach, through rehabilitation, hydrotherapy and pain clinics, as well as an increase in complementary therapies such as acupuncture.

'We are delighted the hospital is nearing completion and we are very excited at the prospect of moving into what will, without doubt, be one of the world’s leading small animal hospitals,’ comments Professor Stuart Reid, Dean of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine. ‘This building will help us to attract and train the vets of the future and allow our expert staff the opportunity to further develop the best approach to the lifetime well-being of small animals.

'I sincerely thank every single donor who has supported us since the campaign was launched officially in 2004. I hope to meet as many as possible at the preview tours and opening.’

If you would like to support the new small animal hospital with a gift, please fill in the donation form on page 7.

Generous donation for new operating theatre

The new small animal hospital building will provide increased operating theatre capacity, from two theatres in the existing building to four in the new facility. We are delighted to have received a gift of £100,000 from the Geoffrey Serth Charitable Trust in support of one of these theatres.

The operating theatres are a key facility within the hospital, servicing cases to the highest standards and enabling the development of cutting-edge techniques in an environment of training and learning.

'We are very pleased to be able to recognise the Trust’s gift in this way,’ comments Professor Reid. ‘The trustees’ generosity will not only provide improvements to the surgical intervention of our patients but will, as in human medicine, lead to new developments in minimally-invasive surgery.

'It will also support future generations of students in their training, as fourth- and final-year students are integrated into the surgical teams as junior members with specific roles, so providing them with on-the-job experience. Each theatre will also be wired with cameras, so all operating procedures can be recorded for training and auditing purposes.’

Message from the Director

Welcome to the latest edition of giving to glasgow. I am very pleased to be able to tell you about several major gifts to the University which will help us to continue to provide the best facilities and to attract the best students and staff to Glasgow.

The generous gifts from the Darwin Trust to SCENE and from the Geoffrey Serth Charitable Trust to the Vet School’s small animal hospital will make a huge difference to our ability to provide the best learning environment for our students and to attract the most talented academics and practitioners to Glasgow. In addition, a substantial and kind gift, the legacy of Miss Eleanor Emery, will provide scholarships enabling students from Botswana to study at postgraduate level at the University.

I would also like to extend my thanks to all of the University’s alumni who have been so supportive in recent months across all of our projects. I hope you will enjoy reading about all the good work your gifts help to support.

Cathy Bell
Director, Development & Alumni Office

Making a difference

The University will receive £400,000 from the estate of Eleanor Emery, MA (1941). Miss Emery, who died in June 2007 aged 88, made provision in her will to support students from Botswana, a cause which was very important to her.

This most generous sum will provide the Glasgow Centre for International Development (GCID) with the means to support high-achieving postgraduate students from the University of Botswana to undertake PhD studies at Glasgow.

Miss Emery joined the Civil Service in 1941 and enjoyed an interesting and varied career working in the UK, Canada and South Africa. However it was her appointment as the High Commissioner of Botswana which made the most lasting impression on her life. Her achievements are marked as she was the first British female to head a foreign mission and is remembered for her excellent work in establishing effective working relations with the Botswana Government.

Her time in post earned her much admiration and affection among expatriates and Botswanans alike and the University is honoured to be able to continue her memory by supporting students from the country that meant so much to her. The first students to benefit from The Eleanor Emery Scholarship Scheme will start in September 2009.

Professor John Briggs is Director of GCID: ‘We are delighted to receive this legacy from one of our graduates so early on in our fundraising campaign for the GCID scholarship scheme. Miss Emery’s generosity will ensure the University remains at the forefront of interdisciplinary research in international development and strengthen links with the University of Botswana.’

Leaving a bequest is the ultimate gift. You may not be able to contribute to the University in your lifetime but leaving a legacy can ensure that you make a real and lasting difference to an area of personal interest.

For further information, please contact Sarah Richardson on +44 (0)141 330 8574 or s.richardson@admin.gla.ac.uk.
The Scholarships Fund

Rector launches Talent Scholarship scheme

The Rt Hon Charles Kennedy MP has launched the University’s new scholarship drive. The Talent Scholarships are open to any undergraduate UK-based student studying for a first degree at the University of Glasgow and are designed to help ease the financial burden on students and enable the University to continue to attract the brightest and best students.

At a ceremony held in the Senate Room of the University, the first 76 beneficiaries received their award from Dr Kennedy, the current Rector of the University. He said: ‘It is fantastic that these scholarships are funded by gifts from former students of the University, which shows how the students of yesterday are helping the students of today and tomorrow.’

One such donor is Charlotte Pache (née Hall), LLB (1991), DipLP (1992) who has established a Talent Scholarship for a student studying law. A native of Edinburgh, Charlotte started her career in legal publishing and subsequently joined a litigation support business. In January 2003, she moved to Hong Kong to take up the role of Managing Director of the Asia division of Merrill Legal Solutions (part of the Merrill Corporation).

On why she established the scholarship, Charlotte said: ‘I loved my time at Glasgow and, coming from a less affluent background, I didn’t have financial support to get through my degree. I want to enable others facing similar challenges to have the opportunity to complete their studies without the same pressures.

‘My degree has given me great opportunities which might not be open to someone in similar circumstances. I’d be delighted if in some small way I can make a difference that means a student can get as much out of the degree as I did. The Talent Scholarship scheme provided the framework for all that I wished to achieve in making this gift.’

For further information on our Scholarships Fund, please contact David Miller on +44 (0)141 330 1867 or d.miller@admin.gla.ac.uk.

Project in focus - the Hunterian

The Hunterian Museum & Art Gallery’s programme of exhibitions and events attracts visitors from around the world. Its successes have been reflected in a prestigious 4-star rating from VisitScotland and being hailed as ‘one of the City’s greatest cultural assets’ by the Glasgow City Marketing Bureau. Support from donors was crucial in gaining these accolades. A grant from the Chancellor’s Fund enabled the University to provide museum visitors with clearer signage, an introduction to the collections and a touchscreen visitor information point. A further £20,000 was recently granted to enhance the promotion of the Hunterian’s exhibition programme. This support will be vital in further raising the profile of the Hunterian as one of the University’s most prized assets.

Susan Ferguson, Head of Marketing & Development at the Hunterian, explains: ‘The University has unique collections and the Hunterian works hard to ensure that as many people as possible can enjoy them, achieving a great deal with limited resources. One of our most successful exhibitions to date was the 2003 Whistler exhibition. Part of its success undoubtedly lay in having an iconic painting, ‘Whistler’s Mother’, on loan but, thanks to external funding, this could be complemented by an improved marketing budget.’

Highlights of the Art Gallery’s forthcoming programme include prints by Edvard Munch, the first UK retrospective of the visual art of John Cage, and a celebration of Whistler’s ‘Blue and Silver: Old Battersea Bridge.’

Medical Fund update

Outstanding RAE results boost appeal

Under the government-run Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), all research in the UK was benchmarked and rated. It is seen as an internationally-recognised barometer of quality.

The University’s cancer submission was rated the fourth best of any university in the UK, a result that cements Glasgow’s leading position as a centre of excellence in cancer research.

The submission benefited from the inclusion of the Beatson Institute for Cancer Research, led by Professor Karen Vousden, which represents one of the largest collections of cancer biologists in the UK.

The Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre merited special praise from the panel, saying it was ‘a flagship model of integrated basic, translational and clinical research’.

The outstanding RAE results help to demonstrate that Glasgow is succeeding in its vision to play a key role in the treatment and prevention of cancer, in Scotland and worldwide.

The goal is to be in a position to treat patients in a more tailored way, with customised drugs, targeted treatments and diagnostic options that are less toxic and more effective, so that each cancer and each patient is treated individually.

The Beatson Pebble Appeal – the fundraising drive to build the Beatson Translational Research Centre – will help achieve this vision.

Professor Barry Gusterson, Scientific Adviser for the Beatson Pebble Appeal, says: ‘Such outstanding RAE results help to demonstrate that Glasgow is succeeding in its vision to play a key role in the treatment and prevention of cancer, in Scotland and worldwide.

The goal is to be in a position to treat patients in a more tailored way, with customised drugs, targeted treatments and diagnostic options that are less toxic and more effective, so that each cancer and each patient is treated individually.

The Beatson Pebble Appeal – the fundraising drive to build the Beatson Translational Research Centre – will help achieve this vision.

Professor Barry Gusterson, Scientific Adviser for the Beatson Pebble Appeal, says: ‘Such outstanding RAE results strengthen the case to build Scotland’s first cancer research facility dedicated to translational research in Glasgow. These results demonstrate that there is potential for great advances in cancer research in Glasgow.’

The Beatson Pebble Appeal has raised £4.5m so far. A recent highlight was the news that the Wolfson Foundation had agreed to support the project with a donation of £1.75m. However, with a £10m target there is still a long way to go.

Year group giving

The Medical Fund benefits from the University’s Reunion Giving Programme which enables alumni to celebrate their reunion by supporting one of the University’s projects. This programme was established to help the many class groups who had expressed a desire to raise funds as well as celebrate the anniversary of their group.

Alumni can make a personal donation to the fund and this will contribute to their year group’s total. Year groups such as the 1966 Zeta Club have been supporting the University’s medical projects in this way for many years. Year groups who celebrated reunions last year and chose to support the University in this way include the 1952, 1967, 1968 and 1973 Beta Year Clubs and 1988 Gamma Year Club.

Members of the 1968 Beta Club have already raised over £5,000 for medical education at the University following their reunion last October in the Zoology lecture theatre where they met 40 years ago. Members of the 1952 Beta Year Group have been raising funds to support the Beatson Pebble Appeal and they have raised over £10,000.

Our thanks go to all the groups who fundraise in this way and we hope this will inspire others to do the same. If you would like to know more about how you can fundraise through your reunion event please contact Laura Crouchman on +44 (0)141 330 3878 or l.crouchman@admin.gla.ac.uk.

Sheenah Russell bequest

The Faculty of Medicine recently received a £5,000 bequest from Dr Sheenah Russell, a good friend of the University. Dr Russell, a consultant paediatrician, had previously supported the University with a gift to the Wolfson Medical School Building in 1999. She said when she gave that gift, ‘I still nourish a great affection for the University and deep gratitude for the medical training I received’.

In her will she asked that her bequest be used for a project in the University’s medical school and the funds were used to enable all final-year medical students to undertake a day of training at the Scottish National High Fidelity Simulator at Stirling’s Royal Infirmary. Each student had the chance to be involved in two dramas as a junior doctor delivering acute care. They also witnessed four acute-care scenarios, run in real time, and were part of the team that critiques and provides feedback to their peers. The feedback from the medical school has been very positive with the students developing an awareness of the practical knowledge, skills and decisions required in successfully managing high-risk medical and surgical scenarios.

In the past few years the Medical Fund has received £1.5m in bequests which has been allocated to various projects in areas including mental health, heart disease, kidney disease and cancer research. Professor Jim McKillop, Deputy Dean of the Faculty of Medicine says, ‘We are very grateful for all the bequests we receive. Unrestricted bequests such as this one, however, are especially valuable as they can be allocated to the current medical priorities and allow us to give the students opportunities that they might not normally have been given.’
The Beatson Pebble Appeal

Celebrities and local media back the appeal

We are very fortunate to have the support of a number of Scottish celebrities including Richard Wilson, Barry Ferguson, Stephen McManus, Sally Magnusson and Shereen Nanjiani. Additionally, the Glasgow Evening Times featured a series of articles highlighting our appeal in April.

Richard Wilson recently commented, ‘Scotland has such a high incidence of cancer and we all have family and friends that have been touched by this disease. I believe that supporting the Beatson Pebble Appeal is our chance to support what has the potential to be a real breakthrough in the fight against cancer’.

For more information visit our website www.beatsonpebbleappeal.org or telephone +44 (0)141 330 3000.

Events for your diary

Charity Zip Slide:
Saturday 20 June 2009

Would you like to slide across the River Clyde on a 150ft high wire? If the answer is yes then why not take part in the very first University of Glasgow Charity Zip Slide and raise funds for the Beatson Pebble Appeal? This appeal will raise funds for the new Beatson Translational Research Centre which is to be based at the University’s Garscube campus and will convert basic cancer research into real improvements in treatments for patients. For further information please visit: www.beatsonpebbleappeal.org.

No experience is necessary for the zip slide as full instruction will be given on the day by ALPS Outdoor. Entry fee is £40 and anyone can take part who is over 16 years of age.

For an entry pack please contact Susanne Hill at s.hill@admin.gla.ac.uk or +44 (0)141 330 2132. All spaces will be allocated on a first come, first served basis, so you will need to register quickly.

Cycle Glasgow:
Sunday 16 August 2009

Why don’t you get on your bike in support of the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre in Glasgow and take part in our seventh annual sponsored cycle? The cycle will start and finish at Kelvingrove Park on Sunday 16 August from 10am. Cyclists will have the option to cover 13 or 26 miles.

To date £245,034.30 has been raised through this event with all funds directed towards the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre, Glasgow.

For an entry form or further information please contact Angela Hair at a.hair@admin.gla.ac.uk or +44 (0)141 330 3593. To enter online visit www.glasgow.ac.uk/cycleglasgow/registration.

How your gift can make a difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gifted scheme</th>
<th>For gifts over £250,000</th>
<th>For gifts over £10,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum gift/Kelvin donor/Ben Lomond donor</td>
<td>£5,000</td>
<td>£104.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold gift/Tower donor/Verlich donor</td>
<td>£2,000</td>
<td>£41.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver gift/Bute donor/Ptarmigan donor</td>
<td>£1,000</td>
<td>£20.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze gift/Avenue donor/Conic Hill donor</td>
<td>£500</td>
<td>£10.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noted gift/Gilmorehill donor/Duncryne donor</td>
<td>£250</td>
<td>£5.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The giving form appears on pages 7 and 8

Don’t forget you can now give online: www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglasgow
Thanks to our donors ...

Thanks to our donors, and to the generosity of those who have given new, or named existing, gifts, between 1 October 2008 and 28 February 2009. In addition to those listed below, there are a number of donators whose names are awaiting confirmation of naming or who have nominated to be confirmed.

The Beaton Translational Research Centre

Major Gift
In memory of Jean Robertson Hendrie beloved wife of the late Robert C B Stirling OBE JP 1952 MB ChB Beta Club • three major gifts - naming opportunity to be confirmed

Platinum Gift
For Reolon • Alma & Leslie Weich Charitable Trust

Gold Gift
A Boyton Royal Army • In memory of Phyllis Cochrane • The Gentlemen Club • Dr Andrew H Smith & Dr B Neilson

Silver Gift
Valerie Baier • Professor John Bommar • Brown’s Associates Inc Community Drama Group • Poosukumara S Doraiswamy • My gratitude to cervical cancer services for saving my life in 2001. I Dr Christine Greive 2009 • In memory of Irene Hall • Mary E Hannah • Twenty five thousand pounds to Joseph Higgins, Greengarans • Elizabeth Houton • Richard Howie • Bill Macdonald • March-Clark McGowan • Sarah J McGowan • Gerard M McKerman • Brian J Murray • Matt Scanlon • From the employees of Sempra • Tannochside • Dr Michael Smyth • Dr Derek Trust • Edkins & Ferry • Professor Frederick Walker • two anonymous donors

Bronze Gift
Dr John Aiken • Moira Allan • Robert L Anderson • Allison Armstrong • Marco Bardelli • Murat T Berntsen • The Bind • The Brothers • one year to go! • Eunice Bicky • Michael & Fiona Bunting • Dr A & Mrs MacAneipin, in memory of Bertram John MacAneipin, of the Medical Association from 1951 to 1988. Colleague • advisor, friend to many of our families • The Craig at Riggall • Laura Crousham • Joyce C Dry • David Forrest • Jillian Frame • Kirsten Fris • C Glenn G Griffin • Margaret M Hurd • In memory of John • Professor Ian Ledingham • Ian McDonald • Lee L The McHugh Family • Archbishop McAlmon • George O’Brien • Louisa L L’Omont • Eric M McKell • Richard and Natasha, in memory of the 2008 • Professor Elizabeth Russell CBE • Isobel C Strong Taylor • Mr & Mrs Callum Tullifary • Trinity High School • Emily Wallace • Dr Margaret Williamson • Nicola Wilkin & Dorothy Gallagher • four anonymous donors

Noted Gift
Dr John Aiken • In memory of civil and Netta Anderson • Balfoort Beauty Construction • Margaret J Boyd • Jennifer Boyle • Dr H J Caledon • Dr David Good • Gillian Cay • Georgina Christi • Helen Clark • Joseph Cipcigan • Clea Creaghi • Rhoda Dalgliesh • Andrew D Watson • Daria M Droznebyk • Craig Drysdale • Ross Dykesm • From Michael Field • JCM LLP • Christian A Fischbach • Reka H Filtop (Scottish Environmental Research Centre) • Dr and Mrs John Fyfe Jonathan Gill • Judith E Silvester • Glasgow University Club of Aberdeen • Lee Gray • Laura C Harvey • Alan P Girge • Alan Jayakar • Eleanor A Jones • In memory of my mother, Dorothy, W Kerr, who died from cancer • Angela Love • Leigh A MacDonald • Laura Mackenize • The Marriott Family • Marion McGloun • Ian McKnight • Dr Michael McLaughlin • Moira A McNhap • Emma Henrietta S McNaughton • Moira Sidney Willm • Dara Olijnyk • Graeme Orr • Marion Paton • Dr Margaret Renton • Reseac and Enterprise • Dr Gilmour • Dr Catherine A Richards • Hayley A Robinson • Rotary Club of For Campbellfords • Scottish Football League • Ms I N Stetchell Charitable Trust • In memory of David A Scott • Accommodating Ladies • Thomas Roberts Trust • Geoffrey Thosloand, MA (1952), MT (2016) • Emma J Terry • Mrs P Thompson • Graeme B Thomson • Visitor Centre Shop • Gavin Welsh • JF [linked to] Watson • Together • three anonymous donors

The Chancellor’s Fund

Tower Donor
William S Carvell • David A Purdie • Dr Anthony D Smith • two anonymous donors

Bute Donor
Mr Graeme Allan • Dr and Mrs L Ada Broedholt • George M Cobble • Judy Ann Boyd • Glasgow University Women’s Club (London) • Graeme W Johnson • Dr Helen M Lund • Samuel McAnaul • Dr Helen M G Murray • Thomas Neil • Dr David G Watton • one anonymous donor

Avenue Donors
Dr John Barley Burney • Louis Caton • Dr Maxwell Dingwell • John Fitzpatrick • John W F Jones • Dr Thomas B Lishman • Alasdair Lowdon • Elaine MacNiven • Sir David & Lady McNeve • Sheriff Roland G Smith • Martin G D Smith • Margaret T Sillitoe • Dr John Tzougas, Director General of the National Service of Greece • Ministry of Economy and Finance • Dr Stewart B L Wilson • two anonymous donors

Gilmourdon Donor
John Ballantyne (Engineering) • Sotinos Bayou • Kenneth M Bell • Professor Brendan Boyce • John R Galkic • Lewis M Mundin • Henry Nicol • John O Pearson • Moira Shewar • Lecsi Taylor • Joke Thomson • three anonymous donors

The Medical Fund Research

Healthy Working Lives Research Group
Gloryhill Hotel
Cancer Brain
Silver Gift
In memory of Michael Duffy
Cancer Breast
Silver Gift
Residents of Glen Gardens, Elderslie
Bronze Gift
One White Shime of Jerusalem Martha Shiner No 48
Dentistry
Gold Gift
One anonymous donor
Silver Gift
Dr Amy M Henry • J Freeland
Bronze Gift
Dr Malcolm Farlane BDS
Diabetes
Silver Gift
Dr A Parker
General
Major Gift
Dr Marjorie E M Allinson
Platinum Gift
One gift - naming opportunity to be confirmed
Silver Gift
Dr C Kerr • Dr Christine Livingston • two anonymous donors
Bronze Gift
Andrew S Bailey • Dr Stewart McCormick • The St Andrews • Dr Finlay Smith • In memory of Margaret Walters
Noted Gift
Marie E Dunn • Dr Colin McCreide • Dr John Paterson
Heart Disease
Gold Gift
In memory of Dr Sandy McCallum • two gifts - naming opportunity to be confirmed
Silver Gift
Crookston Bowling Club • Dr Espie Hurbep • In memory of Alexander Stevenson Murray
Bronze Gift
Dr Daniel H Self • two anonymous donors
Noted Gift
Ian MacKenzie
Infective, Inflammatory & Musculoskeletal
Bronze Gift
Marlin MacLean
Noted Gift
Mical Srinivas
Medical Education
Gold Gift
The Beta Club 1962-1968 • Dr Montg L Rong (Shorts Dick)
Silver Gift
Dr Doug Bagshaw • Gamma 88 Medical Year Group
Noted Gift
1973 Beta Club in memory of class mate John Eakin-E Jones • one anonymous donor
Mental Health
Noted Gift
Dr John L Blair • Dr Helen Moren
Diseases of the Nervous System
Silver Gift
Mrs Janet Allison Morrison Beatson
Bronze Gift
Dr John Stanley
Nursing
Noted Gift
Margaret & David Sneddon
Health
Noted Gift
Dr Alexander King Bowman
Pau G’ormann Leukaemia Research Centre

Platinum Gift
Dr Alexander’s 3 Peaks Challenge Group
Gold Gift
The Adrian Family, with much gratitude • Team Callan and Gang • in memory of James C Jawe • Clyckbank Masonic Lodge • Team Freeman • Legacy led by John G Logan Glasgow University 1946-1950, died of CLL, December 2007 • Age 80 • Dennis McCaffrey • George Nicola M Hail Alex and Nain McKenzie • Paul McNeave • Star Sky Gene, 2005 & 2008 • Cycle Glasgow • Alasdair Stewart • Margaret Telfer
Silver Gift
Casey Crewe, part of Jan’s Team • 2008 Cycle Glasgow • Fergusson Choral Ensemble • Robert & Jane & Alix Fore in memory of Andrew • Dr John Napier’s Trust • one anonymous donor
Noted Gift
Stewart Aldredsc • Jane Barclay • Mr and Mrs Andrew Fleming • Glen Gardens • Elaine Graham • Roma Henderson • Mary Keppie • Colin McGreesh • In memory of Barbara Margaret • The Ramsey Family, Cycle Glasgow • 2008 • Alexander Watt • one gift - naming opportunity to be confirmed

Scholarships
Commonwealth Scholarships
Bronze Gift
Andrew S Lewis
Glasgow Centre for International Development Scholarships
Major Gift
One anonymous donor
Platinum Gift
Alma & Leslie Weich Charitable Trust
Scholarship Funds
Place-setting Gift
The Athelton Family Bursary
Medicine
The Bellahouston Bursfest Project • Dr Jim Guthrie • Professor Thomas Steven • Robin Kelly
Noted Gift
Ross J B MacDeere • Dr Alexander Ross Harper • The Arthur Ross Foundation • one anonymous donor
Gold Gift
John B. Alexander • DrJC Balchader • Paula Cairns • Charlotte Pache • one anonymous donor
Silver Gift
Dr Robin M Borthwick • Dr Stanley G Smith • Douglas Spalding • one anonymous donor
Bronze Gift
Robert K Brown • Ross Pairman • Mrs M M Parkinson • one anonymous donor
Noted Gift
Erin James Anderson • Rory & Rufus Donnatt • For Domino • Titch Douglas • Stuart & Janet Elson • Molly • Search Dogs Pimp & Pukarau • Mary & Iain Garthorne in memory of Torin • Meg Hutton • In memory of Jasper • Ian Kett BVMS • Lynne Kett BVMS • Kipper VGII • Luella (Ross) • Murray, Elaine and Nicola Macar • John MacLeod & Alisa, Gordon & Donald Maxwell • one anonymous donor
Sundry Projects
Department of Celtic
One anonymous donor
• denoted gifts to Friends of Glasgow University Inc. • We would like to thank AAGU for their support.

Vet Development Fund
Scottish Centre for Production Animal Health & Food Safety
Silver Gift
Anne Logan MRCVS
Small Animal Hospital
Major Gift
For Holly • James H McKay bequest • Austen Reed BVMS 1980 • The Greenshields Charitable Trust • two anonymous donors
Gold Gift
Erica Brach • Morag G Donald • The John Laiston Scottish Charitable Trust • Staff in the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine • John M Stewart • James Geddes Thompson BVMS MRCVS • W S Deeprose and Neil R F • Trades House of Glasgow
Silver Gift
2008 GLVMA Rodeo Committee • Crispin and Christine Clark • Buss Cresser • Alex England • Fido • The estate of Anne Fleming • Dr Stella Gibson in memory of her small animals • John Gowdie • Owain Jerritte • Dr Alexander Ross Maxwell • In appreciation of comedy • heart and in memory of Ian Ramseys head, November 2008 • Honey, Dougald and Tamzin Smith - greatly loved and missed • the estate of Sinclair I Smith • two anonymous donors
Bronze Gift
BVMS 2008 Year Group • Hw S Campbell • In memory of my beloved Travis • Anthony P W Chung • Ruby and Jaffa Darroch • Simon, Callum Lewis & Betheny Doherly • Sheila E Hamilton • John Hollick • Kari Juhl-Johansson • In memory of & which loved cats Kim - Sophie - Tabatha - Kira • Ian A Marsh BVMS • Laura, Stuart & Allen. In memory of my mum • Donation by Jason McGleen and Allie gained from first runner & winner of the Doherty Run 2008 • Georgia L Owens • Pascauto Cat & Dog Grooming staff & customers • Polly • Kali & Tia Brown • In memory of my mum • Reilly John • Joy & Gwenn Simpson • Solas, Harri & Skye • The Sylvia Aikin Charitable Trust • J Wilson
Noted Gift
Emily Jane Anderson • Rory & Rufus Donnatt • For Domino • Titch Douglas • Stuart & Janet Elson & Molly • Search Dogs Pimp & Pukarau • Mary & Iain Garthorne in memory of Torin • Meg Hutton • In memory of Jasper • Ian Kett BVMS & Lynne Kett BVMS • Kipper VGII • Luella (Ross) • Murray, Elaine and Nicola Macar • John MacLeod & Alisa, Gordon & Donald Maxwell • one anonymous donor
Sundie Projects
Department of Celtic
One anonymous donor
• denoted gifts to American Alumni of Glasgow University. * denotes gift to Friends of Glasgow University. † denotes gifts to American Alumni of Glasgow University. • denotes gift to Friends of Glasgow University. ** denotes gift to American Alumni of Glasgow University. * denotes gift to Friends of Glasgow University.
Giving to Glasgow: how you can help make a difference

It's as simple as completing this form ... If you would like to join the growing number of people who have chosen to support the University of Glasgow, simply complete the giving form and return it to the Development & Alumni Office at the address on page 8. Your vision and generosity could make all the difference to any one of our current projects. You can give in any of the following ways:

- Call us on +44 (0)141 330 4951
- Email us at campaign@gla.ac.uk
- Online www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglascow
- Complete the form below and return it to us.

I would like to support:

- The Medical Fund – please indicate your preferred area of medicine:
  - Heart Disease – Heart Attack and Stroke
  - Immune, Infectious and Inflammatory Diseases
  - Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre
  - Medical Education

For other medical themes, please visit: www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglascow

- Vet School Small Animal Hospital
- SCENE, the University Field Station
- Cancer research through the Beatson Pebble Appeal
- The Chancellor’s Fund
- The Scholarships Fund
- For further information about bequests, please tick here and details will be sent to you.

I would like my gift to be:

- A regular gift, and have completed the attached Banker’s Order Form
- A single gift, and have enclosed a cheque made payable to ‘University of Glasgow Trust’ in the sum of £_________
- Named as follows (for gifts of £250 and over)

Please complete both sides of the Banker’s Order Form.

Banker’s Order Form

Please insert your bank details below:

The Manager

Bank name

Address

Postcode

Please pay to the Clydesdale Bank, 30 St Vincent Place, Glasgow G1 2HL (Sort Code 82-20-00) for the credit of the University of Glasgow Trust (Account no: 20006422)
Gift Aid declaration

As an exempt charity, the University of Glasgow/University of Glasgow Trust (UOGT) can reclaim basic rate tax on all gifts, provided that you have paid an amount of UK Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax equal to the Tax we reclaim. The University of Glasgow/UOGT will reclaim 28p of tax on every £1 you gave up to 5 April 2008. After this date, the University of Glasgow/UOGT will reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 you give. The Government will pay to the University of Glasgow/UOGT an additional 3p on every £1 you give between 6 April 2008 and 5 April 2011. This transitional relief does not affect your personal tax position. If you pay Tax at the higher rate, then you can claim further Tax Relief on your self-assessment Tax Return. I would like the University of Glasgow/UOGT to treat all donations that I have made since 6 April 2002, and all donations I make from the date of this declaration, until I notify you otherwise, as Gift Aid donations.

Signed __________________________ Date _________________

The University of Glasgow is a registered charity, number SC004401.
The University of Glasgow Trust is a registered charity, number SC008303.

When both forms are completed and signed, please return them to: Development & Alumni Office, 2 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK.

I would like to make a regular gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £ ___________ per MONTH/QUARTER/ANNUM (delete as applicable) starting on ___/___/____ (write date - please allow two weeks from today) for a period of ______ years (until further notice if blank).

From my account no: ________________________
Sort Code: __________________________________________

To: The University of Glasgow Trust (Account no: 20006422, Sort Code 82-20-00)

Name __________________________
Address __________________________ Postcode ____________

Signature __________________________
Date __________________________

Please ensure that the Gift Aid declaration has also been completed, and return both forms to the Development & Alumni Office at the address above.